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•iVisible  Light Sensing (VLS) is an emerging 
topic in the �eld of Visible Light 
Communication

•iVLS for Gesture, body position and activity 
recognition

•iSolAR [Sandhu et al., 2021] showed the 
possibility for a wrist mounted solar panel 
for energy positive activity recognition 
using Machine Learning

•iMinor changes in light intensity indicate 
underlying activity

•iData gathered by SolAR was obtained  in a 
lab environment
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How does the introduction of real-world data 
in�uence the classi�cation accuracy of solar 
cell based Human Activity Recognition?

Subtasks:
1.              Make a �tting prototype
2.                 Collect data using the prototype
3.            Use the data to train and test a  Machine 

Learning algorithm

Prototyping
•iPrototype using solar cell in 

series with resistor
•iMeasure voltage over 

known resistance
•iStore voltage readings on 

an SD card

Data Collection
•iPerform activities under 

normal circumstances
•iInclude small actions, like 

writing
•iLabel data points for a 

given activity

Training & Testing
•iExtract de�ning features 

from the collected data
•iSplit data for training and 

testing
•iTrain and test eight unique 

machine learning algoritms

Digital prototype 

Average labelling rate for �ve activites
rows: Actual labels, columns: Predicted labels.

•iSVM, NB and NC performed 
poorly (accuracy < 55%)

•iData is not linearly seperable, 
normally distibuted or 
clustered

•iRF, KNN, DT, GB and MLP  
performed well (accuracy of 
67% to 87%)

•iMostly confusing the 
activities standing and sitting

•iIn some cases walking, sitting and traversing stairs are 
confused for each other 

Introduction of realistic data, together with actions:
•ihas no signi�cant e�ect on general accuracy
•idecreases confusion between walking and running
•iincreases confusion between sitting and standing
•iincreases confusion between {running, walking} and 

{sitting, standing}

Sample of collected data 

Classi�cation algorithms
•iRandom Forest (RF)
•iK-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
•iSupport Vector Machine (SVM)
•iDecision Tree (DT)
•iNaive Bayes (NB)
•iNearest Centroid (NC)
•iGradient Boosting (GB)
•iMulti Layer Perceptron (MLP)
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